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Earthquakes happen with frictional sliding, by releasing all the stresses accumulated in the pre-stressed 
surrounding medium. The geological third body, coming from the wear of previous slips, acts on friction 
stability and plays a key role in this sudden energy release. A large part of slip mechanisms are influenced, if 
not controlled, by third body (i.e. fault gouge) characteristics and environment. By testing numerically different 
types of dense geological third body (% of porosity, % of cohesion, shape…) with distinct contact laws, we aim 
to link third body properties to its rheological behavior.  
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1. Introduction 

The initiation of the rupture of a fault is largely controlled 
by the surrounding pressure as well as the long-range 
tectonic loading. However, intern parameters such as the 
initial porosity of the gouge and its cohesion can also 
have an influence on slips in seismic faults. The objective 
is to establish a link between the properties of the 
granular third body (geological, mechanical, physical…) 
and its rheological behaviour. Different methods are 
tested to represent dense cohesive rocks, leading to a 
wide range of mechanical behaviours that we can 
compare to fault rupture theory and observations. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Direct shear experiment 
Different granular samples (angular grains, polygonal 
cells and mixture between both)  are generated with 
Packing2D [1]. The granular layer is then inserted 
between two rock walls to realize DEM direct shear 
experiments in the software MELODY2D [2]. This 
numerical model is displacement-driven and is 
implemented under a constant confined pressure. We 
consider a dry contact model, to investigate cohesion 
mechanisms without fluid. Cohesion is used here to 
simulate a mature fault gouge with mineral cementation 
between particles. 

2.2. Results  
The peak strength is sharp, short, and intense for dense 
and highly cohesive cases (angular particles, 15% initial 
porosity) and relatively low for ultra-dense samples 
(polygonal cells, 0% initial porosity). Kinematic 
observations on cohesive cases can be classified in three 
main cases: a mildly cohesive regime (cohesion too small 
to truly disturb the global slip mechanism, Couette flow), 
a cohesive regime with clusters of cohesive grains 
changing the granular flow and acting on slip weakening 
mechanisms (Riedel shear bands) and an ultra-cohesive 
regime (several Riedel bands followed by ultra-
localization). The kinematics appear to be different from 
the ultra-dense sample without cohesion (figure 1).  
 

 
Figure 1: Fracture patterns in dense third body layers 

after friction peak, solid fraction representation. [a] 

Angular grains, 15% of initial porosity and cohesive 

contact law – [b] polygonal cells, 0% initial porosity, 

Coulomb friction law. 

3. Discussion 

The observed regimes also correspond to an evolution of 
the amount of ductility within the sample. A very dense 
or highly cohesive sample behaves as a brittle material, 
whereas a typical cohesionless and porous geological 
layer tends to behave as a ductile material. 
A new decomposition of sliding friction between three 
contributions (Coulomb friction, dilation, decohesion) 
gives us the opportunity to locate the different 
mechanisms acting during the onset of sliding. The local 
Breakdown energy, or energy needed to weaken the fault, 
is also calculated with this proposed partitioning, and 
compared to classical energy budget theory [3]. 
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